Custom
Closets,
Pantries
& More

Make Your Dream Closet A Reality

DIY: How To Have Your Dream
Step 1 - Begin with Basics
You can start with two shelves (24” x 14”) on top with
one 48” Hanging Rod. Add the required Top Rail and 3
Uprights, and you will achieve a basic system of a
beautiful dream closet with space for hanging your
long items.
This Rigel Base System will give you the flexibility to
add components to your liking.

Under $300

Step 2 - Design Flexibility
Add some organization tools such as
shelving. Since you already have the Basic
Closet System, you can continuously add
more components acccording to your needs.
For example, you can add a Shelf with a
Hanging Rod to divide the long hanging space
into a section for double hanging items.
This will give you 100% more space for your
clothes than the existing area, thus you will
have double the space for organizing.
Under $400
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Closet In Your Budget

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Step 3 - Upgradable
Besides doubling the space, you can add
your favourite accessories and
components to maximize functionlity and
complete your Dream Closet.

Our versatile system allows the flexibility
to add additional components in the
future, to adjust with your changing
lifestyle.
Written by Taiba
Professional Organizer and Interior Decorator
905-366-7373
rigelclosets.com
designer@rigelclosets.com

Feedback from Customers

“We can maximize our small closet space and it can
be changed over time. Love the system!”

Under $600

“There are other closet systems out there, but none like Rigel. Best product and service.”
Some additional accessories.

Check out our vlog
for more ideas!
AVAILABLE AT
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Front
Hallway
Solutions.
Declutter the first steps into your
home with stacking shelves and
hanging rods to make room for
purses, bags and coats.

SCHEDULE A FREE
IN-HOME
CONSULTATION
Call 905-366-7373 or
visit rigelclosets.com

Complete Your Closet
SHOE STORAGE

Clear Sliding
Shoe Boxes
$11.99
SKU #17705

Natural Basic
Hangers
$12.98
SKU #47426

Grey Box
Storage with Lid
$34.98
SKU #55016

Under $200
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Shoe Lovers Rejoice.
Vertical
stacking is
the optimal
method to
maximize
narrow
spaces.

Easy access
with Gliding
Shoe Racks

Rigel can be
designed in
24” to 72”
widths,
accomodating
small or large
spaces.

Combine
accessories
with the Rigel
System to
personalize.

Under $400

AVAILABLE AT
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Closets Fit For Anyone.

WHY RIGEL?
Rigel is completely
versatile and
adjustable, making it
ideal for long-term
solutions for changing
closet needs.
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Perfect to hang

jackets for the colder season or stack heels for the summer.

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Under $300

Under $700

Under $200

Complete Your Closet
CLOSET

Melamine
Chocolate Pear
Three Drawer

Nickel Gliding
Mesh Basket

Melamine
Driftwood Two
Drawer

Under $400

AVAILABLE AT
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The Finer
Details.
Hide away all the
smaller items such
as scarves, jewelry,
and ties.
LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Store your
belongings with
a concealed
look in our
cubed drawers

Take a peek
with our
Gliding
Mesh
Baskets

Under $400
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Simple
Storage
Solutions.
Shop even more bin
styles and sizes
online or in-store.

Under $700

Complete Your Closet
STORAGE

Grey Box
Storage with Lid
$34.98
SKU #55016

Canvas Storage
Basket Grey
$9.98
SKU #55341

Canvas Storage
Basket
$14.98
SKU #55365

Country Baskets
in Dark Grey
$27.98
SKU #51064

Willow Storage
Baskets
$19.98
SKU #47904

AVAILABLE AT

Darker Grey
Storage Bin
$14.98
SKU #55352
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Products
WOOD FINISH

Warranty

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Rigel is a durable customizable
shelving system that is flexible
enough to be used in any room in
the home or office. Built to last,
Rigel comes with a lifetime
warranty.

Scope of Warranty
White Melamine Shelf

Chocolate Pear Melamine Shelf

Driftwood Melamine Shelf

This warranty cover any defects in materials
and workmanship under normal home use
for ventilated shelves, brackets, uprights,
hang racks, drawers and frames.

Period of Coverage
This warranty runs for a lifetime. A receipt is
needed for proof of purchase.
White Three Drawer Cube

Chocolate Pear Three Drawer
Cube

Driftwood Three Drawer Cube

Product Repair and Replacement
If your product cannot be repaired, we will
replace your product free of charge.

When You Need Service
White Two Drawer Cube

Chocolate Pear Two Drawer
Cube

Driftwood Two Drawer Cube

Please return the defective product together
with the purchase receipt to any Solutions
Store. To find your nearest store please visit
https://www.solutions-stores.ca/.
Limitations

White One Drawer Cube

Chocolate Pear One Drawer
Cube

Driftwood One Drawer Cube

Failures due to abuse, misuse or an event or effect that cannot be reasonably
anticipated or controlled (such as a flood, earthquake, act of God etc) are not
covered by this warranty. Surface coating problems caused by excessive
humidity, in-use scratches or abrasions, and direct exposures to the elements
are also not covered. Repair or replacement is the only option available under
this warranty. Solutions is not responsible for damages of any kind, including
incidental and consequential damages. Incidental damages include, but are
not limited to, such damages as loss of time and loss of use. Consequential
damages include but are not limited to the cost of repairing or replacing
property that was damaged if the easy-build product is defective.

White One Shelf Cube

Scan to access the Installation Guide
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Choose
Your Style.

ACCESSORIES

White Gliding Shoe Rack

White Gliding Trousers Hanger

Nickel High Heel Shoe Rack

Chrome Hanging Rod

MODERN OPTIONS
MODERN HANGING
DRAWERS
Use Modern Hanging Drawers to
organize items without taking
up floor space.

Nickel Gliding Mesh Basket
(Small)

Nickel Gliding Mesh Basket
(Medium)

Nickel Gliding Mesh Basket
(Large)

White Gliding Mesh Basket
(Small)

White Gliding Mesh Basket
(Medium)

White Gliding Mesh Basket
(Large)

MELAMINE DRAWERS
Conceal your items and tie your
space’s aesthetic together with
Melamine Drawers in three sizes
and timeless finishes.

UPGRADES
Include Soft Closing Drawers to
add an extra level of protection
to your storage

Choose from a variety
of handles to best suit
your style

SHOE STORAGE
Beautifully display your shoes for
the world to see with a
combination of shelves, gliding
racks and clear boxes as
accessories.

More styles available.
AVAILABLE AT
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Make Your Dream Closet A Reality.

Custom
Closets,
Pantries,
Garage,
Office,
Laundry,
Storage
Solutions
& More

For prices, please contact
customerservice@rigelclosets.com

FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATION

905-366-7373
rigelclosets.com

